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Synopsis: To document the 
at, the Oakland RA on. January 

meeting that took place 

Details: On January 14, 2009 at 10:00 am,, the 
a meeting in the Oakland RA conference room. 
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on the FBI's1 

Contact 	for any questions or concerns. 

	 'was inyoduced tio the members of I  
- I 	 Irequests that all 	'members remember. 

to properly number files and to include the correct number of 
copies of the documents routed to her. 

A/SIA 	Chas been receiving requests from SSAs 
for more analytical assistance. Until it is clear as to why 
there is a need for increased assistance, A/SIA 	urges 
all MI  staff to keep a weekly work report to reflect duties 
performed on their embedded squads. 

A/SIAE;;:pexpressed the importance of all h
I 	Imembers notifying their immediate supervisor if they are 
performing duties for squads other than their assigned 
embedded squad. 

In closing, A/SIAI 	'notified the squad that 
file reviews would be conducted immediately following the 
squad meeting. 
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